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(a) Introduction ...

inch has already been said about ir?npov?er planning and the need for its fuller

integration into overall national development planning nrocesses and efforts. This

need is based on the recognition of the potentials which manpower planning hold for

redressing th2 serere skills ^-lortaess which constitute a serious constraint on

development on the continent-

Increasingly, it is being accepted that the special African economic circumstances

prevailing, call for approaches which vjould render manpower planning efforts more
effective, in the face of severe constraints such as lack of data, inadequacy of

well trained staff, inadequacy of manpower planning instruments, -and policy weaknesses

which do not adeouately create the conditions for allowing manpower planninn efforts

to have their maximum impact on the pace of development. ~ "•,.',

In this paper, a synopsis of present African social and economic conditions will '

be made with a view to hiahlighting the main imbalances which dictate manpower

development priorities. The current iranpower supply and denand situation will next

be reviewed to show general problem areas. An analysis of the factors that have given

rise to these problems will also be made with a view to proposing sore practical

measures that need to be adopted to correct iirfoalances.

(b) Social and Economic conditions in Africa —'

Twenty years after the independence of African countries, social and economic

conditions within the continent were found to have declined to alarmingly low levels.

After a brief period of positive growth trends in the 1960s and earl*: 1970s, internal

and external factors beoan to emerce to create serious problems for Africa's socio-

economic development efforts. 3y 1983, these problems had converged to constrict

Africa's development and to brina about a crisis in African econpniies. In that year,

almost every indicator of socio-econccrdc develqjrrient had registered a decline. GDP

fell from 1.3 percent in 1930 to zero in 1982, -C.I percent in 1983 and 0.1 Dercent

in 1984. A hi<jh average annual population growth rate of around 3 percent in the

last ten years, brought real per capita incomes in 1985* to levels lower that what

they were in 1975. Since 1SCG.- real per "capita incomes have in fact been declining

at a rate of 4.1 per cent per annum. In 1980, approximately 70 per cent of Africans

on the continent were either destitute or on the verge of destitution with ner capita

incomes of betv^en US. 53 and VC 115 at 1972 prices. By 1984, 26 out of the 50 African

independent states had been classified by the United Nations as beinr among the least

developed countries (IDC's). • ':;; _

Overall social conditions within the continent have also registered significant

declines. About 60 per cent of the African labour force are today either openly,

unemployed or seriously underemployed; sone 50 to SO per cent of the African population

are estimated to be living in slums or squatter settlements ? and only one African, out

of every four has access to safe drinkincr water. Infant mortality is more than twice

as high as in the developed countries, and a lower percentage of Africans have access

to modern health facilities than was the case ten years aqo. Social and political

unrests have been on the increase, and. rates of crime and juvenile delinquency have

shot up dramatically.

1/ Figures ouoted in this section are from ECA Sources.
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The international economic environment h^ ej'.U-Oui.^ in part ta-bringing about

these unfavourable economic and social conditions in Africa. By 1934, conroditv prices
had collapsed in the world markets; real of.fici.als develounent assistance si^gnited by
the end of the seventies and began to decline at the beginning of this decade5 ! ,
protectionist •policies were reinforced and iiiterc-Rt rates"reached inprecedentedly

high levels. All these factors combined to induce ii^icn Gentries to resort to *

commercial borrowing resulting in an increase in the continent's heavy debt burden

which pushed up Africa's external debt from US 143 billicu xn 1932 to* US X50 billion
a year later. This amounts to some 223.5 per cent of the total value of exports of
African countries.

■ : A second irajor cause of the critical social and economic conditions irT'Afric?-''-
is the adverse climatic conditions which are only now abating-on the continent. '::
Drought, desertification, floods, cyclones and other natural disasters affected 39

out of Africa's 50 independent states. These climatic conditions have severely

affected agricultural production, have displaced millions of peasants and pastoralists
from production activities, and have neoatively affected productivity levels in other
economic sectors. Over one million people died as a direct result of 'drought and'some

150 million others were affected'by hunger and malnutrition:

Even more serious, has been the impact of these adverse climatic conditions'on0':

the food situation in Africa. In 34 draught affected countries of ths regionf cereal

imports increased from 4 inillion metric tons in 1972 to more then 23 million iretric

tons in 1982. By 1934, food aid requirements had shot up past 3.3 million metric
tons.

The industrial sector continued to be a victim of an unrealistic and precarious

industrialization strategies evolved in the 1960's, Emort substitution industrialisation
strategies, which failed to create backward lingoes wita uie ration P's abundant natural

resource base, turned out to be too foreiqn-exchcur^e depe^oant. The declines in

foreign exchange earnings meant that production inputs could not be purchased thus

severely limiting capacity utilisation in industry'.

All of the foregoing converged to brinr about very difficult conditions in Africa's
social and economic development. ECA warned that unless present development priorities,

strategies and directions change/ socio-econ^rdc • mditio^s in the ccsi-^nent "would- -

be characterised by a degradation of the-very ess.:ric£ zi' hjrr^i dinnity"l/ in the next
quarter of a century, ibst clearly, something needs to be done to'strer^Tthen Africa's

social and economic foundations and to orient cieveloanent along nore maaningful paths.

(c) i-3easures for Reorienting sccio-eccnctric develognent strategies

The severe negative impact of external economic, and financial conditions on African
eopnomies, tlie effects of climatic conditions on production and life itself, and the

inability of African economies to withstand internal "and external steaks, are all an
indicator of a deep-rooted structural crisis-, the. crisis of underdevelopmant. As ECA
put it: , ■ lf ., ■

1/ See ECA and Africa's Development, a preliminary nersectives study; Addis" Ababa,
1983; p.93.
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"Underlying the current crisis, is Africa's urderdevelorfnent and economic

backwardness, its failure to achieve a clear break from its colonial dependent

economic inheritance with a production structure heavily dominated by export - ■■■-.

oriented, agriculture and with a small industrial base, fractured and only

minimally linked with the region's natural resource base, with mining output

being predominantly for export end with the most open anr1 exposed economy in

the world. As is well known, external trade constitutes the single major

stimulus to spur internal socio-econoriic nrogress jti s^ite of narrowness of

export ccirmxiities and the dramatic price shifts"_,_/

To correct this undesirable state of affairs a rwber of policy prescriptions have

been made in several African fora, but notably by the Lagos Plan of Action. African

Governments agreed in 1976, that "Africa must first and foremost, put its house in

order by installing a nsw national social and economic order in every country, and

a new order in Africa as a vjhole" 2/ - -

The Lagos Plan of Action, can be said to contain the most fundamental appraisal '']

of Africa's under^evelcpnent dilemna ever made by Africa's Heads of State and

Governments. It makes far reachim policy prescriptions for a change of developnent

directions towards efforts to strengthen Africa's sccic>-ecGhomic foundations and

gear the continent towards self-reliant and self-sustaining development.

The broad objectives of the plan are

(i) the promotion of self-reliance and self-sustainmer.t in growth and development;

(ii) the promotion of inward-lookincr and autonomous processes of economic crowth;

(iii) a diverstification and inter-ration of the African econcw;

(iv) the eradication of unemployment and mass poverty and a fairer distribution

of: incoirss and wealtli;

(v) the strengthening of sub-regional and regional cooperation to overcome

the effects of ba.l!^iization such as the extreme vulnerability to exploitation

by outsiders and the inability to coordinate and exploit the region's natural
resources.

The Lagos Plan of Action errphasises that to achieve these objectives, all factors
of production must be made to interact in such a way as to crer.te internal inter-

dependencies and so promote internal economic" integration. In this, policies must be

impl£mented with a view to developim subregional, regional and national markets into

direct suppliers of factor inputs anfi direct consumers of goods and services. Skills

and knowledge must also be developed not only to provide a conprehensive understanding

of the entire sresource base within the region, but also, and. more importantly to be
able to exploit that base for application to meaningful development endeavours.

1/ The African ScoiTcmic and Social Crisis; An Agenda for Action bv Africa 3nd the
InternationaJ conminlty, Addis Ababa, 1984,, po15.

2/ ECAs Doc. E/EtJ/14/BCO/90/Kev.3.
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Ohis would require the strengthening and reorientation of institutions of education
and training, of planning and of finance. It would also call for the development and
realignment of capabilities tovards the production of technical, scientific/ managerial
and entrepreneurial skills within the continent.

Ail of ^;ese reouire action on the part of manpower planning and development

institutiohs within the region so that the right skills, knowledge and attitudes are
produced, to activate development towards'.thase rc-v directions.

(d) Current ffenpower Supply and Demand Situations in Africa

,Tne currant manpower supply situation in Africa is characterized by serious
shortfalls in the scientific, technical and managerial categories. Doctors and related
medical workers of all specialization, engineers and engineering technicians for all
branches of engineering; industrial agricultural financial and economic managers
represent the skill categories vfcich are in extremely short supply in African countries.

Apart from tha iraiiifestations of direct shortfalls of skilled inanTOwer in these areas,
there are also "hidden" shortfalls in high levels of expatriate employment at hi<#i
professional, technical and managerial levels.

Generally, unskilled and semi-skilled manpower categories cose very little or no
problems to Africa, If anything the problems encountered have had more to do with an
oversupply in these categories than a shortage. The latter affects middle and high -
level occupations in all African countries. But vfaether the situation for any skill
area is one of shortage.or surplus, it.indicates on imbalance which manpower planning
systems must endeavour to redress.

We shall now look at the manpower su?oly and demand, situations for certain

industries, as an example of the tremendous challenges which face the role of manpower
planning in Africa's development.'

Developing Africa*s basic industries, and particularly its capital goods industries
is a. major industrialization priority for attaining the objectives" of the Laqos Plan of
Action. Iron and steel are the major inruts into production in these industries. Yet
^th Africa's abundant natural resources for the production or iron and steel, the
region continues to import over 90 per cent of its requirements frorr. outside. lb reduce
this dependence on others to around 60 percent by the year 2010, EGA estiirates that
the region would have to produce 51 million tons of its total reouirements, This
wouia require the production of sane 352 million tons of iron ore and <*. further 131
RdLLion tons of coal, calling for a total investment of US 190 million at 1980 prices.
Using coefficient of employment in iron and steel industries derived from ILQisstimates,
the manpower required to produce that target output was estijnated as follows:

1 see ILCU Ths Establishment of Iron and Steel Industries in Developing Countries
and its impact on Training and Development of Skills, Geneva, 1981
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Is iSmpower for Iron and Steel Industry in Africa by tiie year 2010

Categories

Engineers and "tanagers 19 215

Technical 32'r940
Administrati-'e/Clei-ical 27,430

Skilled workers 109,800

Unskilled workers £6,095

Total 274.499

Sources ECA Africa's Development p.75

The supply of manpower for the last two categories of workers for the .iron and
steel industry will probably pose no problems whatsoever. However for the renaining
categories there will be difficulties.if present manpower development trends continue.
Chemical< mechanical, civil, electrical, and process engineers and technicians are
the types required to operate iron and steel works. These have to came from
faculties of science and engineering in universities polytechaiques and institutes
of technology within the region ECA's historical trends projections indicate that
only 70,000 students would be enrolled in these disciplines in third level educational
institutions fcy, the turn of the century. This figure would be grossly inadequate
to respond to the iron and steel industry's manpower recwirements, if one considers
the manpower demands from educational institutions and all other sector of industrial
production. Ihe situation is further compounded by the wastage that would result
from the brain drain, which is estimated to grow considerable" :ji ths years ahead?
change of occupation; retirement? and death.

One more example will suffice to iUustrate the point berna made about the
magnitude of manpower need for African, industrial developments

To fulfil objectives of food self-sufficiency, it has be^n agreed that among
measures designed to begin iirproving the present situation, fertilizer production and
its acplix*ition to the food sector in African apiculture must be. stepped up. Aiming
at a 100 per cent self-sufficiency ratio of domestic fertil.^Rr production in African
countries, BCA estimated that by the year 2010, at least 7.2, 6.6, and 6.3 million
tons of nitrogeneous, phosphatic and potash fertilizers respectively would have to
be produced internally. Once again using data on employment in the fertilizer
industry from m sources 1/, it was possible to compute the total manpower required
to meet these output targets s

1/ See HO Human Resources for Industralisation. 1967. UN EOCSOC, Training of
National Personnel for the Accelerated Industrialization of Developing
Countries, 1975 z—
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Table II: i-lanpower Requirements in the Fertilizer Industry by year 2010

Categories Munbers

23anagers and Supervisors 66,465

Health Personnel 1,741

Engineers i -nemist^ 7,754

Draughtsman 633

Skilled vjorkers/for£sr^;a 28,000

Secretaries/cler! :r; 9,020

Operators 35,76 5

Unskilled arri service workers 68,767

Tbtal ' '-

Sources BCA and Africa's Development, Addis Ababa, 1983, p.74

The' supply of sane 194 ,,000 unskilled and skilled workers is not expected to i-

constitute a problem. 1\\e real difficulties will be encountered when it comes to

filling in the 52,155 vacancies that will emerge for managers, engineers and

technicians.

A^ brief look at the current and projected enrolment levels in engineering

in African third level educational institutions will help to underscore the serious

manpower supply proble;ns to be anticipated within the region's industrial development

strategies;

Table III: Actual and projected student distribution by field of study in engineering

An third le^el education in Africa (1934/5 to 2000)

Field of

Engineering

Agriculture

Civil;.
Electrical

Mechanical

Metallurgy

Water

Chemical

Energy

Mining

•total

1S34/

1935

18,676

15,215

12,719

12,156

2,174

13,766

1,932

2,013

1,932

80,583

1986

19r480

15,876

13,272

12,684

2,26S

14 f 36C

2,016

2,100

2,016

84,004

1335/

1987

20,300

16,533

13,825

13,213

2,363

14,963

2,100

2,188

2,100

37,590

19FV

198S

21,112

17,199

14,370

13,741

2,457

15,561

2,134

2,275

2,134

91,091

i9ca/

1989

21,924

17,861

14,931.

14,270

2,552

16,160

2,26?

2,363

2,268

94,597

1939/

2000

22,736

18,528

15,484

14,782

2,646

16,75C

2,406

2,450

2,406

98,000

2000

30,856

25,133

21,014

20,079

3,531

22,743

3,246

3,325

3,246

133,233

Sources BC& Doc. PAZM/AAU/ED/10/32
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,... Fran this table, it can be seer: that out of £ total regional population of aigput

one billion people by the turn of the century, Africa will be able to rely on no more

than 100,000 engineers and technicians in all engineering fields to transform natural

resources into industrial goods and services apply Lioience to technology and. create,

maintain and upgrade the Continent's industrial and technological infrastructures. Infact,

the 84,000 stf^ents onro?lv3 4-n Institutions of higher lasjninr today will not become

productive graduate engineers and technicians until close to the year 2000. And the .--:

projected 133,000 who would be enrolled .in. these fields b'/ that data will only benefit;.:

the continent by the year 2010. .: _,- ■ ■

Furthermore if one looks at the areas of priority dictated by the recent drought

in Africa, it is doubtful that manpower development efforts will be able to respond to

needs in the years ahead. In the field of water engineering,, only 14,OQQ^students are,

enrolled in faculties of engineering today and slightly less than twice that level of

enrolment is projected for the year 2000. Therefore all the ^measures prescribed for

developing, harnessing and conserving Africa's water resources in the immediate . .

future are mostlikely to flounder as a result of severe high and middle-level manpower

shortages in this and other related fields. • ..

Added to this problem is the problem of inadequacy of institutional structures and

infrastructures; opportunities for middle and high level manpower development through

education ahS traininq are most inadequate agaihst the 'objective demands imposed by
Africa's current level of underdevelopment. QDhtinuincr with manpower for industrialization

to illustrate this point, Table IV looks at the f&cilitles for study in selected fields

of engineering which are available in 20 African leastdeveloped countries:

Table IV s Fields of engineering in 2C African least ueveloped countries

Fields of Study '" ; _ ^ ?f
*~ Countries :

Agricultural engineering and. Fpo<i; Technology . ■. : 1

Civil Engineering 3

Chemical Engineering 0

Electrical Engineering 1

riechanical/Production Engineering . ■ ... .3

Energy/Power P^ioduction ■ ,, : . ;. . 2

Water Resources , 0

Mining and Geological Engineering 0

f^etallurcdcal Engineering 0

Source: HCAs Technical Co-operation among African Countries in Human Resources:

Planning DeveloryEnt and Utilization, Addis Ababa, 1982 :
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The countries surveyed in table TV are those most likely to benefit from investment

in human resources development institutions and programme upgrading, with heavy emphasis

on scientific, engineering and technical disciplines, tost of them have acute water

shortage problems; all need much iinprovements in agricultural production practices? .and

all require a strengthening of their industrial base. Yet none of theni had facilities

for developing manpower for miningr vrater retirees or chemical engineering; only one

had facilities for education and training in agricultural engineering and food technology;

one for chemical engineering; and- three for civil, raechanicai and production engineering.
This is the normal ijtibalance between development needs and manpower supply which Africa

is plagued with. And this is the tremendous challenge posed to the manpower planner for
correction.

(e) Some measures for action

To create the conditions that would make it possible for African Governments tbfc '
face the manpower challenges of development with more effectiveness, action must be ' \

sought in policy formulation, institution building, the strengthening of capabilities,

and a better integration of manpower planning into the mainstream of socio-economic r

development planning.

(i) Manpower Policy Formulations There has been much said over the years, of the

need to evolve clear manpower policies. Unfortunately, not much has evolved over the

years to indicate that this call has been heeded by most African countries. It is still

not clear on whose behest educational institutions select, design and weight their course

offering, nor is it evident that manpower policies, if they exist, are used to influence

enrolment in the various disciplines, and consequently skills output from third level

educational institutions. In addition, in most African countries, manpower planning may

be catered for through the creation of institutional structures for that purpose, but

as for tiie specific roles these structures are to play in the day to day business of
planning economic development, most Affican Governments have not been explicit. This

situation has resulted in many cases in confus-ion, unnecessary overlaps and duplication

of efforts, working at cross purposes end an eventual atrophy of manpower plarihihg
institutions. ^

There, is therefore a need for policy to be clearly articulated specifying the

objectives, roles and responsibilities of manpower planning agencies1, with a view to

facilitating a greater degree of effectiveness of manpower planning institutions.

(ii) Institution Building : ■ .■;•■•:■■■,

Creating manpower development institutions is a costly affair. Therefore, above

the social considerations involved in creating and maintaining theiri, economic rationality

must come into play to ensure that they contribute, rather than hinder socio-economic

development efforts, 'ianpower planning in Africa should therefore evolve with greater

foresight and the right amount of leverage to guide decisions on institution building

so that these institutions become an asset and not a waste.
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In the process of developing this role the manpower r-lanning function as an

institution of Governrrent must strengthen its capability to deliver the goods.

Structures must be rationalized, expertise upgraded and resources made available to

allow the manpower planning function the v.terewithal reouired to operate effectively.

Staff complements and quality must also foe upgraded. Resources must be made

available for surveys, studies and other activities designed to increase planning

effectiveness.

(iii) Integrating manpower planning into overall development planning

Shis is an area in which many words have been wasted. Jtost African development

plans continue to ignore the manpower input to arowth and development. And plan

Implementation continues to be retarded because of manpower shortages.

African Government must show proof of their faith in manpower planning by

supporting it politicallyf administratively and financially. They must also create

the conditions for manpower planning to emerge more positively in sectoral and macro-

economic planning.

(f) Conclusion

The present state of Africa's economic and social development is so precarious as

to warrant a reappraisal of past development directions and to chart out new strategies

and new policies to gear African development goals towards self-reliance and self-

sustainment. This has dictated a shi ft of emphasis from certain production areas

while stressing the reinforcement of new one. The manpower implications of this new

strategy are that more systematic approaches must evolve to plan for and develop the

quantities, qualities and types of manpower required to boost production and provide

the desired support services in the new priority areas *

How it will respond to this need and t'ie decree to which, it hopes to be effective

in making important contributions to Africa's development, is the challenge that faces

manpower planning in current social and the economic situation in Africa.




